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Democracy in the 21st Century The Art Institute Bachelor candidates will examine how contemporary society, either local or global, defines, perceives, or acts on issues relating to situations, socio-cultural issues or problems surrounding the concept and practice of Democracy in the 21st century. Our Bachelors candidates’ mission is to find a specific topic and examine how contemporary society interacts with and is impacted by the unique issues and understandings surrounding some aspect of their definitions, understanding of, or positions concerning the processes of democracy, democratization, and/or democratic process in the contemporary world. It is also significant that they note the roles that bias, tradition, culture, religion, politics, economics and other issues play in their critical examination of these issues. The students’ ultimate goal is to select, analyze and research a specific topic related to contemporary democracy and to support or disprove any assumptions or questions they encounter; to support a unique thesis; and to provide specific positive solutions to the issues they raise. From their findings, they will create and present a formal multimedia presentation to interested professional panelists. We invite you to participate in this dialogue and to analyze and provide feedback of their work. Thank you, Jim McLachlan and Ellen Vance



Group Topics Section A: The influence of social networks on intellectualism Online Advertisement and the American Public Educating for Democracy Information Communication Technologies and the Erosion of Human Interaction



Section B Internet Voting: Filling in the Gaps The Fourth Estate Consumer Democracy in America E-Merica



Section C The Power of Music Government Reform Essential for American Treatment A Voice for Education Change in Livestock Production



Section A Dress Rehearsal Friday Afternoon, June 3, 2011 Presentations Friday Afternoon, June 10, 2011 At North Campus of the Art Institute of Seattle, room 503 A



The Influence of Social Networks on Intellectualism The system of democracy is one that grants voice to all of its peoples. It requires loyalty, education, experience regarding issues facing society, and consideration for the greater good of society. Democracy today is not only applied to politics, but also to the way people communicate, shown by the prominent popularity of social networks. The democratization of social networks promotes a decline in intellectualism by granting Users the ability to publicize material without credible evidence. This study observes online networks with current popularity in society, and investigates the influence that social networks have on current and future intellectualism. These social networks are heavily inundated with subjective information that is consumed on a massive scale. Members of social networks are free to express personal opinion on any subject and ride on the coattails of credible information giving rise to a diluted truth. This pollutes other User’s perception of facts by displaying comments from both credible and non-credible sources, and forces Users to decipher information based upon personal knowledge or interest. An equitable viewpoint expressed through a social network is based upon evidence and research, which stands as more objective, whereas an insular viewpoint is one that is based upon assumption and subjective opinion. Members of social networks are presented with both views in the same manner and appearance and are more likely to misinterpret a piece of opinion as fact. Twitter©, one of the largest social networks, provides a service where Users have the ability to follow personal interests, and avoid subjects or views that do not interest them. This ability cultivates personal “Filter Bubbles,” which is then honed by algorithmic structures that narrow Users' news feed to fit interest and relevance. This generally overlooked system was highlighted by Eli Pariser during a TED conference in March 2011, and stands as a structure which shields social network Users from challenging personal views. What remains is a network where Members are only aware of the events occurring within their “Filter Bubble” and are uninterested or oblivious to actions outside of it. Furthermore, the way that Twitter© is structured reinforces the consumer’s sense of immediacy by limiting posts to only 140 characters. Successful discussions of depth and importance require more than 140 characters of posting space; it requires objective thought, experience, and understanding of alternative views. Susan Jacoby’s 2008 article in The Washington Post titled “The Dumbing of America” reviews the popularity of video over books, magazines, and newspapers to be a large contributor to declining American intellectualism. In correlation to Jacoby's research, a 2007 study by The National Endowment of the Arts highlights a declining trend of reading among the nation's youth. If left unchecked, the current structure and use of popular social networks can cripple the intellectual growth of future generations. The creation of a new social network with a foundation of experienced Members offering credible, well researched, and objective views has the potential to offset the current declining trend of intellectualism. Creative Research Yun Hee Choi Doug Sheets Hayato Itakura Ratna Sari Geff Gross Anthon Garzzona



Online Advertisement and the American Public For decades the American Public has had the ability to choose from what is offered to us as entertainment. At the movie theatre we decide which movie to go see, in our cars we can pick which radio station to tune in to, and we can choose which websites to browse virtually anywhere. In the world of online advertisement however, Viewers are constantly bombarded with advertisements, which appear all over the screen and we have no choice in the ad’s contents. A popular video viewing site Hulu, allows the Viewer’s to let the site know if the advertisement currently being shown is relevant to the Viewer’s interests, so that next time the advertisement will be more successful for the advertisers and less annoying to the Viewers. While this might feel like control, there are only so many advertisements in the commercial pool for Hulu to pick from, meaning there is a high chance that no advertisements will be relevant to the Viewer. Another method of finding relevant ads is based on the Viewer’s interests and is what is known as, ‘Clickstream Data’. Clickstream Data stores the Viewer’s actions on the Internet, resulting in ads related to keywords, browsing history or searches made by the Viewer. While this was thought to be effective, the American Public’s taste is more complex than black and white assumptions. In the case where a Viewer enjoys videogames, more specifically those pertaining to a specific console, they will be bombarded with videogame advertisements for all consoles rather than their preferred console. Another example would be a young woman shopping for her prom dress; long after the actual prom she will still see advertisements relating to prom dresses. Advertisements which are no longer relevant are the result of Clickstream Data not adapting to new interests of a Viewer. With advertisements only being somewhat relevant to the Viewer and filling up the screen, the American public has become frustrated with ads and now makes a point to ignore them. While this occurs, advertisement firms are using more questionably ethical methods to get the Viewer’s attention. Some of these methods are ‘borrowed attention’ or pop ups resulting in the vicious cycle of Americans ignoring ads and the ads becoming more aggressive. With current online advertisement there is little choice in what Viewers are presented with, if Viewers had complete control over what kinds of ads they were presented, both the Viewers and the creators of these products would benefit. StumbleUpon is a system that provides a service based on content selected by the User. With a similar yet more specific selection system, online advertisement would benefit the Viewer’s with choice and control. It would also provide a more focused system than clickstream data, to ensure the advertisements are relevant to the Viewer. The current dynamic between the Viewer and advertiser would change, providing more appropriate and usable information while altering the negative outlook on advertisements. Group M John Beursken Cadie Blaser Taylor Branday Genevieve St-Michel Cole VanWieringen Ju-Young



Educating for Democracy The lack of support for education in America is causing a decline in the democratic structure of our society. We will address the issue by looking at America’s educational system. Education in America is experiencing budget cuts across the board, coupled with high dropout rates and a lack of support in households these are problems many schools and educators are facing nationwide. Many children are failing in school not because they lack the ability to learn, but because they do not have better assistance at home. Parents help their children with homework, but often in the wrong way. According to a survey done on Askkids.com, 43% of parents confessed to having done their children’s homework for them. Parents tend to worry more about homework not being completed, than their child’s understanding and knowledge of the subject. Beside families not having the adequate skills to help with their child’s education, there also tends to be a lack of parental involvement in their children’s lives overall. Another issue facing the education system is $1.3 billion in budget cuts from the Department of Education in 2010. Since the 1980’s, teachers and many other educators have embraced research finding that smaller classes foster higher achievement. According to Randi Weingarten, the president of the American Federation of Teachers, a number of surveys have shown that parents care more about small classes second to school safety. The budget problem is also affecting the educators who have a large hand in the student’s future; in the past ten years educators have only received a 2% increase in pay recorded by the U.S Department of Education. According to Voice of America Broadcast, a radio station dedicated to explaining popular subjects, 60% of teachers at the Mariposa-Nabi school in Los Angeles have received layoff notices. The federal government should take responsibility and distribute budgets evenly and create academic standards that are equal for all states. Equal funding will increase ambition and decrease dropout rates. Dropouts are less likely to be adequately capable or driven to participate in the electoral process. Boostup.org states that an average 31% of high school students drop out or stop enrolling before receiving high school level education credentials. A portion of this situation stems from the legal age at which students can choose whether to continue their own education. High school dropouts can lead to lost revenue opportunities at both state and national levels. This can also jeopardize a school system’s ability to recuperate. All of these factors are indicative of a student populace that is not being educated to an adequate standard. Along with making the education budget more evenly distributed; a connection between the school and home is imperative and is a necessity for the education process to be successful. Essential academics should be solidified earlier in the education system, allowing students to refine their vocational skills. These changes will lead to a more united nation and higher education levels that will enhance America’s democracy. Super Group K: Kristen Maher Daniella Kirby Billy Chatterton Fourera Tahirou Karn Suwanrat Matt Case



The Erosion of Face-To-Face Interaction It is easy to become captivated by the speed with which we share information. Facts, ideas, and feelings relay through an endless digital network with a click of a button. ICTs (Information Communication Technologies) present mankind with the ability to advance its reach throughout the world. Despite the Utopian sentiment often expressed about the digital age, studies have found that over-reliance on ICTs impose limitations on human interaction by displacing the face-to-face interaction that transmit a bevy of non-verbal cues we use to draw meaning and establish empathy for others. The erosion of face-to-face interaction can be seen all around: A dinner table is silenced while a family is entranced by electronic devices. A conversation is interrupted as a friend types a lengthy text message. A smile goes unnoticed on a street corner, while the intended recipient is ensnared by the glow of a touch screen. These scenarios represent a technological paradox occurring in America. The technologies we have invented to expand social interaction are having a negative impact on the strength of human relationships. We must learn balance online and offline communication by reinforcing the importance of face-to-face interaction. To add credence to the importance of face-to-face interaction, Margaret L. Anderson, a sociologist from the University of Delaware, points out that a common way to gauge social interaction is through the social exchange model. This model holds that our actions are dictated by rewards and punishments we receive from others. If an interaction brings about positive recognition, it’s more likely to be repeated than an interaction that arouses a negative response. True corporeal interaction, in conjunction with other means of non-verbal communication, provide meaning and depth to our social experiences. The Internet denies individuals of this element of communication—after all, disengaging from an interaction one finds displeasing in cyberspace is as easy as clicking a button. With this in mind, a 2010 report on Frontline indicated that the average child in the United States spends 50 hours a week on ICTs. With such a vast amount of children growing up inundated with ICTs, it’s crucial that we address overdependence on these technologies before we abandon thousands of years of social evolution. For some the Internet becomes an echo chamber of personal interests and opinions, as opposed to a vast market place of ideas. This is particularly troubling when ICTs are applied to democratic institutions. The Organization for Economic Co-Operation and Development points out that, though the Internet offers opportunities to strengthen democracy, it also carries short-comings such as misinformation, manipulation by the media and political elite, and diminishes the face-to-face discourse that is a historical facet of democracy. These maladies are commonplace in any political arena; however, it is far easier to hold individuals accountable for manipulation without the veil of anonymity generated by ICTs. Furthermore, the political drawbacks of ICT dependency mirrors many of the human ones, as our vast means of interpersonal communication are limited to an arrangement of words typed on a screen. Team Everything Andre Ross Mike Barta Alysha Boyd-Jones Remi Joffray, Scott Sanders Sylvia Ng
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Internet Voting: Filling in the Gaps The voting process in the United States undertook many permutations to become what it is today. The 15th Amendment to the Constitution gave all men 21 and older the right to vote, the 19th Amendment added women to the ballot, and 26th Amendment lowered the voting age to 18. Although there have been great improvements in voting equality, we’ve only seen relatively minor changes to the interface involved. Voting practices in the United States have failed to evolve at a pace that is congruent to the evolution of modern technology, particularly the internet, and thus should be restructured to suit our current society. Despite the great concern for internet security, transactions such as credit card purchases, student aid requests, and banking registries are all conducted securely online. Subversion of any of these systems could be much more detrimental to an individual person than a single vote. Companies such as Bank of America employ up to three independent and anonymous bureaus, each with various encryption algorithms and firewall programs, to protect the identity of their customers. Similarly, Estonia was able to maintain online security in their recent election with the use of the Estonian I.D. Card. These cards, unique to the individual user, allowed the Estonian government to monitor who voted and electronically eliminate over 6,168 invalid votes. The momentum for online voting is well underway. In 2002 HAVA (Help America Vote Act) was passed by Congress. Out of its nine title sections directed at voter turnout and tabulation, it is missing the first and most important step at correcting flaws in the current system, including loop holes in registration, poor turnout, and antiquated machinery. This missing key is to create a network of online electronic databases for voter registration and election tabulation data, known to experts as ETS (Electronic Transaction Standards). In the 2008 US presidential election, only 61% of registered voters even bothered to make their way to the polls. The turnout for city and state elections is significantly lower still. While this is a small improvement from previous elections, it is hardly satisfactory participation for a health democracy. If the United States is willing to streamline the system for the democratic process by supplementing our current polling system with internet-based voting, we might expect to see much higher voter participation rates across the board. By linking to databases that display the complete voting history of politicians, as well as the policies of each candidate, internet voting could also provide voters with the opportunity to make more educated decisions about the candidate. If the voting process in the US remains dependent on archaic methods to the exponential evolution of our society, we can expect the participation of voters to remain low. Government officials will be chosen in ignorance of available data, and our legislation will continue to be endorsed by interested minorities and not the will of the majority. Team of 4ours Richard Benson Drew Hisey Mitch Wolff Erik Franklin Tana Bishop Levi T. Stoll



The Fourth Estate In the United States, media constitutes the fourth branch of government. However television news has become a form of sensationalism rather than a portal to inform on current events. By allowing biased opinions, buzzwords, infotainment, repetition and shortened attention spans to confuse personal judgments on important news topics, the ideology of Americans is misshaped. Major television news networks in the US obfuscate knowledge by broadcasting irrelevant information and blurring fact versus opinion, which affects critical choices for a democratic society. Major television networks in the United States too often allow bias and opinion to alter the news that is provided to the general public. One example can be seen in satirical based television programs that present news discussions to the public through a popular television personality who grabs viewer’s attentions. This leaves many viewers being unknowingly persuaded to form their opinions and daily decisions from unreliable information. News broadcasts are just one of the many forms of media that gives society a sense of unity through the use of TV personalities, buzz words, catch phrases, and even scandal. Much of the scandal that graces the public’s presence is represented as Infotainment, a way of incorporating invalid or unimportant information to boost ratings. Scare tactics in television news is another ploy to boost ratings and the network’s reputation. By running stories, which are missing key facts or have unproven data, news broadcasts can frighten the public. The story is run repeatedly, the effect becomes public outrage or panic. Even though a state of panic may have been created, the news networks allow the story to either drift away into nothing or tone it down as no big deal. This, in turn, confuses the citizens and the cycle never ends. However, it is all of these unethical tactics working together and spread by the media that ends up leaving society somewhat immobilized in self-decision making, or even forming one's own opinions. News broadcasting has turned its focus from the facts and become a buzz worthy and competitive entertainment provider. Citizens are at their most vulnerable state of mind while enjoying television and news broadcasts take advantage of America’s relaxed stupor. Irresponsible television news twists reality as well as the minds of Americans. Channel Com News Jason Shields Jonathan Vinluan Dustin Bancairen Rabecca Rocha Ashley Medaglia Kristi Mileson



Consumer Democracy in America Signs of a “more is better” attitude began to appear in the early feudal system and over time have developed into modern societies driven by material goods. The United States is at the forefront of this list, a country that has developed into a full blown consumer democracy. The evolution of the media spurred this growth serving as an avenue of communication between producers and consumers. People in the US are bombarded with advertisements, images and attitudes promoting instant gratification. The overwhelming influence of consumer democracy in America has a negative impact on our society, economy and environment. One of the major negative effects of a consumer democracy is debt, which has now become a way of life in the United States. Personal, governmental, and company debt have all had negative impacts on the consumer democracy in America. As of June 2010, the total U.S. consumer credit card debt hit $2.4 Trillion, with households averaging $14,750 in debt. The culture of America has fueled instant gratification by subconsciously schooling us to keep spending money, whether the funds are available or not. Another negative effect consumer democracy has on society is obesity. Being overweight increases the risk of health concerns and diseases. It has been made easy and in many cases cheaper to grab fast food instead of making a healthy meal. The number of people living in America suffering from obesity can be cut down through education, awareness, and exercise. Obesity is the number two cause of preventable death in the United States, and 60 million Americans, 20 years and older are obese. One of the most concerning issues is that 9 million children and teens are overweight. A Pew survey taken ten years ago, found that 63% of responders wanted the environment to be a top priority in the United States. Today people still drive cars, run factories, and throw unwanted things into landfills, all of which are understood to cause damage to the environment. Environmental damage, at its root, is a social issue. Here in the US our society is based upon capitalism. The tenants of modern capitalism include the desire for constant expansion and the search to lower costs. Capitalism supports the formation of fads and fashions because they continually create new markets as each new fad comes in to style, leading consumers to throw away 68 lbs of clothing per person per year in the US. In order to change the discourse created by consumer democracy, a number of things can be done. Formally educating society on the harm that has been caused and how individuals can make better choices for future generations is a step in the right direction. Supergroup Elisabet Kristofersdottir Jocelyn Neufeld Hannah Leahy-Chaffins Noam Guren Aubreyana Anderson Megan Cherewatenko



A Web of One The Internet is not a tangible item, so people's perceptions are skewed on how influential the Internet can really be. The majority of the people in the United States have access to the Internet. The national online community consists of consumers, subscribers, followers, and contributors, therefore online marketing threatens social democracy in the United States. Online marketing targets our social class structure. Social democracy seeks to remove class structures such as lower, middle or upper. In modern times, class structures can be more clearly related through commercial/cultural demographics. A comprehensive effort is being made to privatize “search engine optimization” (SEO) on online search engines by contributing advertisers. This is supposed to generate search results by using analytical data and not by corporate buyout. To understand how online marketing and democracy interact, it is important to understand the psychology behind it. Wordplay in social networking and opinion based blogging can sponsor xenophobia – a hatred towards others from different cultural backgrounds. People connect emotions to words, and these words can be used to control an opinion, a style, or a trend. Global media giants such as Time Warner have a lot to gain by controlling the users access to the Internet. A term called hegemony is the political, economic, and cultural power that is exerted by a dominant group. Therein lies the irony; hegemony requires the consent of the majority. Online marketing appears to target individuals to help make their experience more efficient and instant; however, these marketing techniques help media giants in solidifying their role in the use of online power. Most Internet users don't even realize that, and there are also no guarantees for our private data to be protected. Use Google as an example. Search for a specific topic and get one million results that mix content with advertisements. This causes confusion, and often the viewer will click through a few false links before they find the one they are looking for. There are other entities that would have you believe the same. They are strewn with ads and tips to create easier user interfaces. Young adults become apathetic in the United States, because ideas of celebrity and friend status are more important than the democratization potential. Facebook, for example, can be used to better the world by mobilizing and acting on a democratic idea through social networking, however it becomes the willing exchange of individual thought for “likes” and “friends.” Through online marketing, global media giants control the way Internet users live, think, and act without most of them even knowing it. What was promised to be an implementer of a social equality experience, has become an allusion of trust that the web is an open and honest forum immutable to any form of takeover. E-merica Gahee Bae Matt dePere Khanh Nguyen Tam Nguyen Anatoliy Pitel Dan Torok Matt Wheeler
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The Power of Music Music is a democratic form of expression. Censorship obstructs the processes by which people participate. Musical movements and performances can help give people a voice in their society. Censorship at its foundation, limits the open communication of ideas, creating a process that is inherently undemocratic. By looking at the freedom of music expression in three different parts of the world, we see that there is a wide variety of tolerance for music expression and artistic freedom. First we focused on how people self-censor in order to protect themselves in the democratic nation of Italy. The Italian music compilation of "La Musica della Mafia: Il Canto di Malavita" ("The music of the Mafia: Songs of Crime") did not released their music in Italy due to Article 21 of the Italian Constitution, which prohibits activities that profits or promotes the mafia, although it was released throughout Europe. We then focused on the conservative democracy of South Korea where censorship is taken place in the form of performance. South Korean music television banned performances that include a choreographed dance which uses "spread legs and hip thrusts.” Next, we reviewed the Islamic Republic of Iran where television and radio censorship is at its strictest. Iranian musicians risk arrest as they attempt to challenge the authoritarian censorship laws and create a new cultural identity. These three countries’ approach to censorship differs dramatically, but the democratic voice that is music gives the freedom of expression around the world. Music is pushing the boundaries of democracy. The continuing process in which these artists combat censorship is democracy in action. Within international organizations, we have located artists that push the boundaries of their art form. They bring attention to the attempted control of the freedom of expression. Interestingly enough, the more a specific movement, group or song is censored, the more people seek it out; drawing greater attention to what the censors are repressing. Our goal is to raise awareness of how censorship in music is stifling democratic processes. We held an event to recognize musicians from Iran where we viewed "No One Knows about Persian Cats," a film portraying the underground music scene in Teheran. The viewing sparked debate amongst students regarding the struggles of artists under some of the strictest censorship regulations. Raising awareness of the struggles of international musicians is important to illustrate how censorship is an undemocratic process that is becoming increasingly harder to implement as technology puts expression in the hands of individuals. Team iMusic Ayen Cabasag Kawika Sweeney Amy Nguyen Anja Hugel Nick Larsen Jonathon Chelberg



Government Reform Essential for American Treatment Government intervention by regulating health insurance is essential in order to provide quality affordable healthcare for all American people. The challenge in this country has always been to provide affordable health insurance and consumer protection for all of its citizens. Focusing on Governments involvement in healthcare and its need for intervention, this study addresses the reasons for healthcare reform, and its most recent inception, known as the “Affordable Care Act”. In order to show how the U.S. government can help people obtain cost effective healthcare for all people throughout the nation. Research information about healthcare in other countries such as Japan, Spain, France and the United Kingdom as well as the United States prove that a government’s involvement in healthcare is crucial for taking care of its people and society as a whole. Government healthcare overseas shows consistency in stability, increased life expectancy as well as a sustainable economy. People in Britain have affordable medicine and free healthcare, doctors are well paid and their wages are based on improving the health of their patients. In Spain, healthcare is considered a constitutional right, and there are a third fewer deaths caused by delayed access to healthcare than in the United States. Japan shows how all its citizens can be covered for half the current price of healthcare in the United States. Interviews with medical professionals working under the current provisions of the Affordable Care Act shows a more effective way of insuring that patients receive equitable and available Health coverage for those in need as well as a way of getting a reduced cost or tax credit for medical services and required medication. “Preventative care is about more than saving money; it’s also about helping people live longer, healthier lives, (Landmark).” If the American health care system is allowed to operate as more of a care driven system, as opposed to the capitalistic enterprise it currently is, the health care system could operate more as a democratic entity, serving all citizens equally. Currently, one year after congress passed President Obama’s Affordable Care Act, three things are certain. Children are now covered until the age of twenty six under their parents’ health coverage. Preexisting conditions can no longer be used to deny claims under the new law and there is an appeal process should medical insurance be denied. Tax credits have been implemented to reduce the cost of healthcare making sure that insurance is truly affordable. Gesundheit Chris Bendt Chris Duerkopp Mark Martin Andrew Riviere Liu (Leon) Siwei



A Voice for Education The Art Institute of Seattle should collaborate with the student body to mold a successful and intuitive program that meets contemporary standards and expectations. There seems to be a disconnection between the administration and the educational needs of the students. If this communication gap is bridged the Art Institute of Seattle will grow to be acknowledged as a competitive institution for creative education. Our purpose is to create an outlet where students have a voice in their academia, effectively creating a succinct and competent curriculum. Throughout our research process we compared the Art Institute to other facets of education with a democratic feedback system—such as the University of Washington and other conventions of higher education. As the student body becomes involved with the content in the curriculum, the school will grow to meet a higher contemporary standard. In today’s society, where information spreads rapidly and is easily attainable, it is imperative for the Art Institute of Seattle to stay on top of curricular advancement, to ensure that the caliber of alumni meets current industry standards and expectations. Each quarter at the Art Institute, students fill out a teacher evaluation and feedback form for that class— with only limited questions and none pertaining to curriculum. This brief feedback form does not address major problems with class structure nor does it allow students to be specific enough to make a change. In order to gain insight from a student’s perspective, we took a school wide, poll of higher-level students with various questions regarding the structure of classes and the school’s current curriculum. Along with this poll, we interviewed several Art Institute faculty and EDMC representatives, such as Jack Snowden (Director of GAD and Animation), Rusel De Maria (Career Services Advisor), and Scott Carns (Dean of Academic Affairs). Our interviews drew insight on the administration structure and the channels necessary for making changes to the curriculum. The Art Institute of Seattle should cooperate with the student body to shape the curriculum, in order to accommodate to a fast growing and changing industry. This proposed collaboration with the student body will ultimately propel the Art Institute of Seattle forward as a powerful entity of creative education, that populates the industry with innovative professionals. Idea Count Brian Busser Billy Restey Zozer Reese Kindle Justin Le Blanc David Tillman



Change in Livestock Production As consumers, we must demand change in livestock production methods in order to benefit our health, practice ethical treatment of farm animals, and maintain a sustainable environment. Growth hormones have been used in the United States for over 50 years. Studies show that there are hormones used in cows to increase milk production, yet they also increase the chances of infection, which are often treated by antibiotics. Several studies have also linked the use of high levels of sex hormones and estrogen in cows with an increased risk of cancer in humans. Ethical animal treatment should be practiced for the animals’ health and well being. A cow’s average lifespan is 25 years, but due to the physical strain imposed by farmers in order to make a profit, a cow’s lifespan is cut by less than half. Female cattle are inseminated from a young age, and then endure an ongoing process of pregnancies and bearing calves for the remainder of their productive lives. They are then taken to a slaughter house where they are processed into a variety of beef products, because their bodies are too "spent" to be used for anything else. According to research, the living conditions of production cattle are inhumane and negatively impact products they produce. Cows are confined to small living spaces, exposing them to high levels of toxins from manure, and methods of tail docking are used on cows to help in the safety and profitability of the animals. Yet the farmers neglect to understand that cows which are subject to stress and pain are more prone to disease and produce lower quality meat and milk. Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations, also known as CAFO, has shown a correlation in the contamination water, air and land quality through irresponsible methods of raising cattle. Stock yards and slaughter houses are main sources of evidence for environmental hazards. The methods used within the slaughter houses, are not effective and according to research, some beef product has had a history of bacterial contamination due to the filthy conditions that cattle are kept in. In conclusion, as consumers we hold the power to bring about change in these areas. Through research and interviews we’ve shown that change in livestock production methods is necessary. M.I.L.C. is committed to spreading awareness of the benefits of livestock produced in a healthy, ethical and sustainable method, and taking action to bring better practices into being. M.I.L.C. (Making Improvements in Livestock Conditions) Amrut Saini Lina Zeineddine Yueh-Ju Jaw Kelvin Denver Lyndsey Gauthier William Tanujaya



 



I am always doing that which I cannot do in order that I may learn how to do it. Pablo Picasso
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